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Lawdie lawdie hey I bun dem yaga yo 

Intro: 
Dem say a detrimental behavior 
To be a conscious entertainer 
But a Jah a we protector 
Bobo fear no danger 
Dem say a detrimental behavior 
To be a conscious entertainer 
But a Jah a we protector 
Rasta fear no danger 

Verse 1: 
Dem try anything just fi stop this 
Radio ban, jelp me lick out 'gainst politics 
But my optics, be on dem topics 
Global movement evasive tactics yogo yo 
See me in the Congo 
Try fi catch me in a Morocco 
I'll be in Ethiopia for sure 
Only thing you can see a me shadow, eh 
Iya ya eh, Iya ya eh eh 

Chorus 

Verse 2: 
What is the essence of a gunman strive 
To unleash his anger at the expense of life 
I shall not slowly pass in the night 
But rise to separate all the wrong from right 
Dalley through the valley yaga ya yo 

Chorus 

Verse 3: 
So why do all these people worry bout me 
Jah Jah guide never hide nah loose no pride 
Sey dem a, sey dem a 
Don't they know that Jah love set me free 
Zion I, Selassie I, guide I, guide I, guide I 
Everyone whey speak the truth, dem dem execute 
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Pop off remote ready fi put yu pon mute 
Flad me recruit Selassie I youth 
Babylon dis, a fire undilute 
Pop off dem gun and a we dem caan shoot 
In a me turban and me khaki suit 

Chorus 

Verse 4: 
Dem try anything just fi stop this 
Radio ban, jelp me lick out 'gainst politics 
But my optics, be on dem topics 
Global movement evasive tactics yogo yo 
See me in the Congo 
Try fi catch me in a Morocco 
I'll be in Ethiopia for sure 
Only thing you can see a me shadow, eh 
Iya ya eh, Iya ya eh eh 

Chorus
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